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DECLARATION CERTIFYING RECORDS OF INTERNET ARCHIVE

1. 1, Christopher Butler, am the Office Manager at the Internet Archive, located

in San Francisco, California. I make this declaration of my own personal

knowledge. As part of my role as Office Manager, I am familiar with how the

Internet Archive captures and archives copies of websites and how it makes those

archives available to the public.

2. The Internet Archive is a website that provides access to a digital library of

Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, we

provide free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public. The

Internet Archive has partnered with and receives support from various well-known

institutions and libraries, including the Library of Congress.

3. The Internet Archive has created a service known as the Wayback Machine.

The Wayback Machine makes it possible to surf more than 400 billion pages stored

in the Internet Archive's web archive which have been captured and stored at

various times since 1996.

4. The archived data made viewable and browseable by the Wayback Machine

is compiled using software programs known as crawlers that surf the Web and

automatically store copies of websites, preserving copies of the websites as the

websites exist at the point of time of capture (“Archived Websites”).
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5. The Internet Archive assigns a URL on its site to each of the Archived

Websites in the format http://web.archive.org/web/[Year in yyyy][Month in

mm] [Day in dd] [Time code in hhzmmzss]/[Archived URL]. Thus, the Internet

Archive URL

http://web.archive.org/web/19970126045828/http://wvvw.archive.org/ would be the

URL for the record of the Internet Archive home page HTML file

(http://www.archive.org/) archived on January 26, 1997 at 4:58 a.m. and 28

seconds (1997/01/26 at 04:58:28).

6. Visitors to the Wayback Machine can search the Internet Archive’s web

archive by URL (i.e., a website address). If Archived Websites for a URL are

available, the visitor will be presented with a list of available dates of when each

Archived Website for that URL was captured. The visitor may select one of those

dates, and then begin surfing on an archived version of the Web.

7. Regarding archived files stored in and made available via the Wayback

Machine, I further declare that:

A. to the best that the electronic systems involved can accurately record

and reflect, such files were captured at or near the time of the date

reflected in the URL assigned to each file by virtue of an automated

transfer of electronic data;
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such records were captured by Internet Archive or received from third

party donors in the course of regularly conducted activity by the

Internet Archive; and

the Internet Archive captures, stores, and receive from third party

donors web data as a regular practice.

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the printout of the

Internet Archive’s record of the HTML file for the URL

http://wvvw.rnicrosoft.com/PressPass/press/ 1999/Dec99/MobileExplorerPR.asp

with an archive date of February 29, 2000, which may be downloaded from the

following address:

https://web.archive.org[web/20000229103 5 33/http:/www.microsoft.com/PressPass

/press/1999/Dec99/MobileExplorerPR.asp.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on the 14th day of October, 2016 in San Francisco, CA.

By:

Christopher Butler
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Microsoft Introduces Microsoft

Mobile Explorer
New Mobile Phone Platform Based on WAP and Other Key
wireless Initiatives Provides Comprehensive Solution for a Range
of Wireless Phones

REDMOND, Wash. -- Dec. 8, 1999 - Taking another step toward
empowering people through great software any time, any place and on

any device, Microsoft Corp. today announced Microsoft® Mobile Explorer
(MME), the company's comprehensive, open software platform designed
to power Internet-enabled mobile telephones. Microsoft Mobile Explorer

is modular, customizable and flexible, enabling handset manufacturers
and wireless carriers to provide their customers with the choice of a
broad line of applications and services on today's data-enabled
telephones (or "feature phones“) and next—generation "smart phones."
Microsoft Mobile Explorer is a key component of Microsoft's end—to-end
wireless strategy to provide mobile Internet solutions that utilize
additional technologies such as Microsoft Exchange Server, the

BackOffice® family and MSN“ Mobile Services.

"Microsoft's goal is to enable secure information access any time,
anywhere, from the device of the users‘ choice," said Harel Kodesh, vice
president of the Productivity Appliance Division at Microsoft. "Today's
launch of the MME platform combined with Microsoft Exchange Server
and MSN Mobile Services represents a significant step forward in
delivering on that promise through mobile phones."

"With this new platform, Microsoft is demonstrating a clear commitment
to the work of the WAP Forum" said Gregory G. Williams, chairman of
the WAP Forum. "Now Microsoft will be incorporating WAP technology
into three core components of its wireless solution: Microsoft Mobile
Explorer, Microsoft Exchange Server and MSN Mobile Services. This
announcement is another major milestone for the WAP Forum and
validates the wireless industry's support for WAP."

Microsoft Mobile Explorer is currently being used in the United Kingdom
and Norway by British Telecomunications PLC, for corporate customer

trials and is under evaluation for current and future networks by Korea
Telecom Freetel Co. Ltd. and DeTeMobil Deutsche Telekom MobilNet

GmbH. NTT DoCoMo has also expressed strong interest to deploy
Microsoft Mobile Explorer-based mobile phones in its networks.

Modular Solution

The Microsoft Mobile Explorer platform is a modular wireless applications
and services platform that allows partners to pick the solution that best
fits their needs using one or more of the following components: a

dual-mode microbrowser, the Windows® CE operating system,
applications and server-side components. Microsoft Mobile Explorer is
designed to deliver wireless data services such as secure corporate data
access, e-mail, the Internet, location-based services and electronic
commerce. The following initial configurations will be supported:

0 Microsoft Mobile Explorer for feature phones is an operating-
system-independent, air-link agnostic, browser—based solution that

https://web.archive.org/web/20000229103533/http:/www.microsoft.com/PressPass/press/ 1999/Dec99/MobileExplorcrPR.asp
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